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Popular Brands Next To Anti Vax Disinformation

Report Date: Oct 30 2020
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Mandatory mass vaccinations
- Vaccine as a form of population control, “deep state” conspiracy
- Covid is a hoax / the virus is dead
Popular brands funding these stories:
Rothschild filed COVID-19 test patent in 2015 ahead of outbreak, millions of test kits sold in advance

By Shepard Ambellas • October 21, 2020

DIABOLICAL LINEAGE from both the Rockefeller Family and the Rothschild Family may be implemented in what appears to be a vast top-down worldwide scandal that affects the health and freedom of most people on Earth.
Investigative journalist uncovers covert utility supply lines, can inject toxins or vaccines into home water

If the government wanted to they could inject whatever they want into your water and control the injection into each home independently in some cases, an investigative journalist finds

By Intellihub - October 14, 2020

2498
Bill Gates and MIT unveil quantum dot technology to mark children’s skin so they can be scanned for vaccine compliance

https://trends.revcontent.com/click.php?d=AuvPGXQIrBuFt92IB%2Bq7CJFsDO72gGIlh%2BTFjrM
BOMBSHELL: Covid-19 isn’t a pandemic plan, it’s an EXTERMINATION plan for humanity

Mike Adams  ·  October 22, 2020  ·  12 minutes read
Coronavirus Vaccines, a “New Bretton Woods” and The Purge PR — New World Next Week

TOPICS: James Corbett  James Evan Pilato
OCTOBER 29, 2020

Story #1: How COVID-19 Vaccine Trials Are Rigged
The guinea pigs subjecting themselves to these dangerous vaccine trials are doing themselves and the public a tremendous disservice. The masses would be wise to follow Elon Musk’s footsteps and reject the vaccine for themselves and their families regardless of the circumstances.
The guinea pigs subjecting themselves to these dangerous vaccine trials are doing themselves and the public a tremendous disservice. The masses would be wise to follow in Elon Musk’s footsteps and reject the vaccine for themselves and their families regardless of the circumstances.
I might even go so far as to say that this face mask is more guaranteed to protect me against COVID than when I take a COVID vaccine because the immunogenicity [ability to provoke an immune response] may be 70 percent. And if I don’t get an immune response, the vaccine is not going to protect me. This face mask will.
Flu Vaccine Fail: CDC Stats Say Effectiveness as Low as 10%! Why Are They Pushing This Garbage?

By Michael Thau | Oct 16, 2020 5:00 PM ET

Whatever it is that the CDC is up to, it doesn’t seem like it has anything at all to do with disease control.
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LOCKDOWN 2.0: Europe is Shutting Down Everything Again Due to COVID-19 Mass Hysteria

This is what Biden will do in America.

Published 3 days ago on Oct 28, 2020
By Shane Trejo
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Published 2 days ago on Oct 28, 2020
By Shane Trejo

Disinformation:
Anti-lockdown
Medical ‘Experts’ Claim COVID-19 Vaccine Tests are Safe Despite First Death in Clinical Trial

This vaccine may be deadly.

Published 6 days ago on Oct 23, 2020
By Shane Trejo

Big Pharma and its lackeys has trillions of reasons to obfuscate the truth about the hazards regarding their experimental and unproven COVID-19 vaccines.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAVWtbw3gYwVdILtwdXxLcJodHRwczovL2dwb2dsZWFkcy5nLmRvdWUsZWNnseWNrLm5ldC9wYW
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